	
  

“As The Bowls Roll”
January 2016

The annual Christmas party on December 20 was a great success
with a turnout of 4o people. Everyone brought appetizers and Christine did
the Turkey. Many thanks to our Canadian visitors Ester & Bob Rodzyniak
for helping with the setup and food, John Lyons for procuring the "goods"
and bar tending.
Christine read a hilarious version of The Night Before Christmas
which she rewrote with members providing a number of new words to the
story (though we did not know what we were providing them for).
The Schoenfelds friend Linda Cole provided the entertainment
singing a few classic songs accompanied by her ukulele. Steve backed her
up on vocals and some other idiot sang a Hank Williams tune with her as
well.
Peter & John presented an appreciation plaque to Christine on behalf
of the club:

Harry made a beautiful wooden bowl for Christine as well:

The new bathroom made for a more comfortable and safe atmosphere
for the party. Thanks again to everyone who worked so hard to make that
dream a reality.
We were able to get a few games in during the holidays in between a bit
of rain and Canadians Ester & Bob were on the green as much as they could.
Many thanks to all who came out to play while they were here. Most
members were not aware Bob placed 2nd in the Canadian Nationals so it
should not have been a surprise he figured out our green rather quickly and
showed us a winning form.

Dues:

Dues are due-now. $120 per year plus $10 locker/storage fee.
Please send to Dave Witte at 2510 Smith Grade Rd., Santa Cruz, 95060 or
give to Christine or David at the clubhouse.

Calendar:
January 14, Thursday, 2:30 quarter meeting. As usual snacks will be served.
Agenda:
Old Business
- Cleaning schedule
New Business
- Membership dues pay schedule for new members
- Associate Membership Dues Schedule
- Burnt Ends
- Pre-Game instructions

	
  

Goals 2016:
Personnel - To add 12 new members
Facility - To establish and employ cleaning and grounds keeping
schedule
Finances - To add $5000 to green replacement funds

